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June 7, 2017 
 
RE: Pending Obsolescence of Sealed Motor Valves:  

Types HMMV, HMMR, HMSV, HMXV 
 
 
Dear Customer: 
 
With the successful 2016 introduction and functional redundancy of our new MCV 
Motorized Control Valves (sizes ¾” thru 2”), we have implemented a customary 
reduction in the availability of parts unique to the Sealed Motor Valves (HMMV, HMMR, 
HMSV) in these sizes.  Furthermore, we intend to offer ½” and 3” & 4” MCV Motorized 
Control Valves by end of this year (2017). Which means, by 2018, the Sealed Motor 
Valves (HMXV, HMMV, HMMR, HMSV) will officially become obsolete and no longer 
available as new. Replacement parts will be supported thru conversion kits to new MCV 
components. By providing you with awareness to this obsolescence plan now, we hope 
this helps you make better and more informed decisions when considering selecting, 
servicing and maintaining existing Sealed Motor Valves. 
 
Key takeaways: 

1) New MCV parts interchange into same HMMV/R/HMXV body. 
2) Migration towards current design and parts will provide better expected reliability 

than HMMR/V.  
3) Converting now will minimizes risk and potential impact of parts availability with 

known later obsolescence.         
  

The Powerhead replacement is an appropriate time to consider upgrading a SMV to the 
new MCV design. By use of a simple conversion kit (while keeping the body and v-port 
if desired), one is able to upgrade an existing valve to our go-forward MCV design. See 
conversion kit list on next page. We believe, based on extensive 12+-year accelerated 
life-cycling testing and validated reliability data of our motor and drive system suppliers, 
that converting will provide much longer-life and reliability. Generally speaking, lead-
times for MCV components are usually 1 to 3 days as compared to10 days or more for 
SMV Powerheads. When we introduce the small MXV and larger 3" & 4" MCV, support 
and parts availability for older style valves (HMXV, HMMR/V/C) will all be accordingly 
diminished. 
 
Any questions regarding the conversion can be answered by contacting our Technical 
Services Department at our main office (630) 325-1565 or toll-free at 1-800-426-7368 
 
Thank you for your support, 
 
Hansen Technologies Corporation  
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Powerhead Conversion Kits (SMV to MCV)   
Type SMV Port Size Conversion Kits 

Standard 
Powerhead 

75-1209  
75-1171 
75-1208 
75-1215 
75-1187 

3/4" thru 1-1/4" 75-1318 N/A 

1-1/2" thru 2" 75-1319 N/A 

Power-Close 
Powerhead 

75-1212 
75-1183 
75-1213 
75-1184 

3/4" thru 1-1/4" 75-1318 HUPS 

1-1/2" thru 2" 75-1319 HUPS 
Note: Conversion Kit Includes: Motor Actuator, bonnet, bolts, cartridge, oring, 
gasket, grease, dongle. For Power-Close HMMRC/HMMVC models, a HUPS will 

also be required. 
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